Loss of cell-contact regulation and altered responses to autocrine motility factor correlate with increased malignancy in prostate cancer cells.
Tumor cell migration and proliferation in new organ environments are critical steps in cancer progression and can be modulated by tumor- and host-secreted molecules. Autocrine motility factor (AMF) is a tumor-secreted cytokine which regulates growth and motility by a receptor-mediated pathway. The AMF receptor, a 78-kDa cell surface glycoprotein (gp78), is regulated by cell contact in normal fibroblastic and bladder cells; however, this mechanism is disrupted during tumor progression. A prostatic carcinoma cell line which is low- to non-metastatic in nude mice (PC-3) and a derived metastatic variant (PC-3M) were examined to determine if gp78 cell density regulation is involved in prostate cancer progression. Both cell lines expressed gp78 and, although the basal migration of the parental PC-3 cells was higher than that of the metastatic variant, only the PC-3M cells were capable of responding to tumor-derived AMF with increased motility. Furthermore, these cells exhibited differential patterns of wound closure in an experimental system whereby the low-metastatic PC-3 cells migrated primarily along the wound edge while individual high-metastatic PC-3M cells entered the cell-free wound area directly. Cell surface gp78 distribution distinguished the cell populations with a markedly concentrated display of gp78 in polarized capped regions on the surface of the metastatic cells. Cell-cell contact down-regulated gp78 expression in the parental, but not the metastatic, cells, and mitogenic responses to exogenous AMF differed between these cell lines as well. In this model, metastasis appears to be associated with aberrant regulation of gp78 expression and distribution, coupled with enhanced exploitation of AMF's locomotory and proliferative effects.